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where X, X' are the normal forces on each side of the separating stratum, both measured in the same direction, viz. from the medium K towards the medium K'. This of course is the same as the result arrived at in Art. 470.
We may put this argument in another way.   Let us enquire what form the
-
(5),
equation (5), viz.
assumes when the specific inductive capacity changes from K to K' at any surface. Taking x normal to the surface we notice that dV/dx increases rapidly on crossing the surface, while dV/dy, dVjdz do not.   The left-hand side of (5) is therefore ultimately reduced to its first term.    Integrating from x=0 to #=£, we have K'X' - JO:=
49-4. As an example, let us consider the problem solved in Art. 482. At all points in the medium which contains the point charge E, the density />=0, except at that charge, while in the other medium />=0 at all points. We may therefore take as the trial values of the potential
since these satisfy equation (5) of Art. 492 at all points at a finite distance from E. To find L we apply (5) (or equation (4) of Art. 491 from which (5) was derived) to the points of space near the charge E. To avoid the difficulties of infinite terms, we shall choose the equation (4). Taking as the surface S a sphere whose centre is at E and whose radius is a, we have
where i' is the angle r/ makes with the normal to the sphere. In the limit, when a is very small, we reject the term containing M. We immediately have L=EfK, and the solution may then be continued as in Art. 482.
We notice that, when a is not very small, the term containing M is zero by Gauss' theorem (Art. 106) because the point C from which r/ is measured lies outside the surface S.
495.    To deduce from the extended form of Gauss theorem an expression for the potential of an electric system.
By Art. 61 the potential energy of a system  of repelling particles is                W = %%Vm = %JVpdv,
where V is the potential and p the density at the element of volume dv. If there be no repelling particles within the element, then for that element p = 0. The integration extends throughout the volume of some closed surface S within which all the repelling particles lie. Substituting for p its value given in Art. 492, we
have
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where K is the specific inductive capacity of the medium which
occupies the element dxdydz.
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